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Welcome to my Newsletter! This free Newsletter is
aiming to reach everyone interested in learning or
improving English.  
Do you want to get updated and become more
knowledgeable in English? If, yes complete the
activities and send a copy of this newsletter to a
friend. It is free.

My approach is to have a more rewarding learning
experience, so you can express yourself with
confidence.

In this volume we are going to learn new vocabulary
and grammar. Have fun with a short quiz.

WHAT'S NEW?
Check my new self-study course in Business English
course for work, which you can attend from the
comfort of your home.
To register visit:
https://courses-galina-s-school-
e382.thinkific.com/enroll/1546558?
price_id=1929721
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VERBS THAT MEAN INCREASE 

to rise
to grow
to go up

VERBS THAT MEAN TO DECREASE 

to go down
to fall
to shrink
to drop

AVERBS to describe change
suddenly - quickly and unexpectedly
gradually - slowly
steadily - in a regular or controlled
manner

MODAL VERBS
COULD, WOULD, CAN 
MUST, HAVE TO, NEED TO are used for obligation or for politeness.

You must not smoke in the building.
You need to send your report to your supervisor today.
You have to call your manager if you are ill.
Could you photocopy the report in 3 copies, please?
Would you send an email to inform everyone for the meeting tomorrow?
Should I call the Sales department, now? 
 

Examples
The percentage of young people, who own
mobile phone rises up gradually.

Sales  dropped steadily in 2021.

The economy will shrink 2% sooner than
expected.

Our company grew faster last year than the
year before. 
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have   before   to   the  We   presentation   6pm.    finish
the   post   to   office,    please?   this   take   Could   letter   you
inside   smoke   Staff   the   must   building.   not
harder   you   to  if  work   a promotion.  need  want  you
tomorrow  Would  give  you  to  customer  a call  this

 PUT THE WORDS IN THE CORRECT ORDER 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This Newsletter is created to expand
your knowledge and skills in English.
Researches show that keeping your
mind busy and learn languages has a
good impact on your overall health.
So keep on learning!

I am Galina. I currently live and work in
the UK.
Last year, I launched my YouTube
Chanel. My practical videos help my
audience to keep up with their skills in
English and have fun while learning.
Recently, I've created a self-study
course in Business English for work.
Check up my website for more
information. www.galinageorgieva.com

We have to finish the presentation before 6pm. 
Could you take this letter to the post office, please?
Staff must not smoke inside the building.
You need to work harder if you want a promotion.
Would you give a call to this customer tomorrow?

ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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